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Abstract

We analyze the queue at a bu er with input comprising sessions whose arrival is Poissonian,
whose duration is long-tailed, and for which individual session detail is modeled as a stochastic
uid process. We obtain a large deviation result for the bu er occupation in an asymptotic
regime in which the arrival rate nr, service rate sr, and bu er level nb are scaled to in nity with
a parameter n. This can be used to approximate resources which multiplex many sources, each
of which only uses a small proportion of the whole capacity, albeit for long-tailed durations.
We show that the probability of over ow in such systems is exponentially small in n, although
the decay in b is slower, re ecting the long tailed session durations. The requirements on the
session detail process are, roughly speaking, that it self-averages faster than the cumulative
session duration. This does not preclude the possibility that the session detail itself has longrange dependent behavior, such as fractional Brownian motion, or another long-tailed M=G=1
process.
We show how the method can be used to determine the multiplexing gain available under
the constraint of small delays (and hence short bu ers) for multiplexers of large aggregates,
and to compare the di erential performance impact of increased bu ering as opposed to load
reduction.

1 Introduction.
Description of the Model. Consider a bu er whose input is a uid process, possibly stochastic,
driven by a discrete-time M=G=1 process, with G having a long-tailed distribution. By this we
mean a resource at which sessions arrive according to a discrete time Poisson process of intensity
r, i.e. the number Mt of sessions arriving at time t 2 Z has a Poisson distribution with mean r
and is independent of the Mt0 for t 6= t0 ; each session remains at the resource for an independent
duration with distribution G. At the end of its duration the session stops, and can be considered
to leave the resource. The stochastic uid process enters as follows. Immediately after arriving,
and for the duration of its stay at the resource, each session empties uid into a common in nite
bu er according to (an excerpt of) an independent copy of a stationary random process Z . The
bu er is drained at a rate s per unit time.
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In this paper we shall use large deviation methods to investigate the stationary distribution of
the amount of uid in the bu er in an asymptotic regime that the amount of resources used by
each session, as a proportion of the whole, goes to zero. We do this by scaling the parameters
of the system by an increasingly large integer n: setting the Poissonian arrival rate of sessions to
be rn, the service rate of the uid bu er to be sn and calculating the stationary probability that
the amount of uid in the bu er exceeds bn. n can be thought of as an aggregation or intensity
level for arrivals, and a pooling level for resources. The principal application we have in mind in
the statistical multiplexing on a resource which is a shared communication link of the aggregation
over many sources of uid sessions which have moderate bandwidth requirements, but long-tailed
durations. The M=G=1 process models the number of active sessions, the stochastic uid process
the pattern of arrivals within each session. It should be noted that the theory also includes the
special case that the uid arrival rate of an individual session being constant over the duration of
the session.
The distribution G of the session duration will have the following property. Let Ge be the
stationary excess distribution corresponding to G, i.e. Ge is the distribution with mass Gc (r)=
at r 2 N, where is the mean from G and Gc = 1 G is the complementary cdf to G. Then we
will require that v (t) := log Gce (t) is o(t) as t ! 1. This class of G includes, for example, Pareto
distributions with power > 1, in which case v (t) is proportional to log t. A session arriving at
time t, and of duration d empties quantities of uid fzt ; zt+1; : : :; zt+d 1g into the bu er at times
ft; t + 1; : : :; t + d 1g, where the fzt; zt+1; : : :; zt+d 1g have the distribution of some stationary
process (Zt0 : t0 2 Z), from t0 = 1 up to the random time d. Z may be simply be constant for all
time, or a Markov process, or even long-range dependent, subject to certain conditions governing
its decay of correlation. We call Z , or an instance of it, the session detail process.
Summary of the Results and Some Implications. Let Qn be the uid bu er level in the stationary regime. We summarize the main theoretical results of the paper concerning the tails of the
distribution of Qn .

Large aggregation asymptotics. Under hypotheses stated in Theorem 3 below,
1
n
nlim
!1 n log P[Q > nb] = I (b);

(1.1)

for some shape function I depending on the detailed statistical properties of the arrival
process.
Asymptotic behavior of the shape function. Under hypotheses on the session detail process
stated in Theorem 4 below, then for some extension h of v (from N to R+ )
I (b) = 
lim
(1.2)
t!1 h(b)
and  is a constant which depends on the session detail process only through its long term
average.
Lower bound on the shape function. There exists a real  such that for all b

I (b)  h(b) + :
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(1.3)

Combining (1.1) and (1.2) we make the successive approximations

P[Qn > nb]  e
 e

nI (b)
nv(b)

for large n
for large b:

(1.4)
(1.5)

The rst approximation in (1.4) says the tail probabilities decay exponentially fast in n. This
indicates economies of scale: that good multiplexing gain is available for many sessions on a pooled
resource. The reason this occurs is that our hypotheses on the session detail process imply that
the distribution of the amount of uid generated over any xed time interval is not long tailed.
Consequently, if the bu er level exceeds nb, it typically requires a number of sessions proportional
to n to be active. The probability that this happens is exponentially small in n. Such behavior has
been recently established for classes of queueing models: see [6, 11, 15, 34].
The second approximation uses only the mean of the session detail process (though  ) and the
asymptotic properties of the session duration (through v ). For example, when G is Pareto of power
( 1), v (t)  ( 1) log t and so the second approximation in (1.4) becomes

P[Qn  nb]  b

(

1)n

:

(1.6)

For G Pareto, it is shown Theorem 4 that

 = sz

1

r :

(1.7)

The tail probability decays only comparatively slowly in b. This slow decay is a direct consequence
of that of Gc since large bu er occupation occur as a result of sessions being active over the (large)
duration required to achieve this level. But our hypotheses on the session detail process will imply
that its time-averages settle down at a faster rate than those of the cumulative session duration.
(We note that the model class does not exclude the possibility that the session detail does itself
possess dependence which is long-range, albeit not so long as that of the session duration process).
Over the time scales of the long bursts required to achieve large bu er occupation nb, the timeaveraged activity of the session detail process has already settled down to its expectation. This
provides a heuristic explanation for the fact that the session detail process only enters through its
mean into the the large b approximation.
Eq. (1.3) gives a (conservative) upper bound on large n asymptotic tail probabilities, while
retaining a form which is, like (1.5), comparatively simple compared with the full shape function
approximation (1.4).
Relation to Other Results. In contrast to the logarithmic large aggregation tail-asymptotics considered in the present paper, Parulekar and Makowski [29, 30, 31] have investigated logarithmic large
bu er tail-asymptotics of the queue for the M=G=1 bu er process, while Jelenkovic and Lazar [22]
have obtained non-logarithmic large bu er tail-asymptotics for the queue length at the start of the
arrival activity periods. In a result closer in emphasis to the present paper, Heath, Resnick and
Samorodnitsky [18] have recently found that time to over ow in bu ers of superposed long-tailed
on-o sources bene ts from the pooling of resources. Tail probabilities for uid queue lengths for
these models has been investigated by Choudhury and Whitt [9].
The M=G= arrival process has itself appeared as a limit as L ! 1 of an L-fold superposition
of on-o processes (as modeled by alternating renewal processes): see Likhanov, Tsybakov and
Georganas [25], and earlier Cohen [10] who considered exponentially distributed o times (with
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more recent generalizations by Boxma [7]). In these cases, the on periods have distribution G,
while the o periods have distribution function DL() = D(=L) for some distribution D. In the
limit, D only enters into the M=G= arrivals through its mean, which determines the mean arrival
rate. However, the service discipline and considered in [25] was M=G=1: the resource could be
consumed by a single session. Anantharam [3] has considered a multiple-server generalization of
this model, and has discussed the di erent manners in which queues arise for long and short tailed
service times [2].
M=G=1 would also describe a variation from our model in which the uid supplied by a session,
instead of being spread out over the duration of a session, is instead delivered instantaneously at
the start of it. Suppose, for example, that G has Pareto distribution with index > 1. Then Qn
has the same distribution as Q1 and so it follows from Pakes [28] that P[Qn > nb] / (nb) 1: decay
of the tail probabilities is only algebraic in n.
Finally, we comment that potential limitation of the model here is that we consider an in nite
bu er rather than a nite one. However, this results in a conservative approximation as far as
estimating over ow probabilities are concerned: it is not dicult to show that the probability of
the queue exceeding a level b in an in nite bu er is an upper bound for the probability of over ow
from a nite bu er of size b. Another limitation of the model is that the sessions are never blocked.
In some circumstances a better model might be M (rn)=G=nk=nk so that new sessions are blocked
if nk sessions are active. However, numerical calculations on the model have demonstrated that
loss ratios of occupying sessions (as opposed to over ows from the uid bu er) are increasingly
close to those for M (nr)=G=1 as n becomes large; see Abate and Whitt [1].
Outline of the Paper. The main limit theorem behind (1.1) is stated and proved in Section 2, along
with some technical background. The asymptotics and bounds for the shape function (1.2) and
(1.3) are established in Section 3. In Section 4 we give some examples of processes satisfying the
conditions of the theorems, including examples where both the session duration and session detail
process possess long range dependence. In Section 5 we use simulations to investigate the nature of
the convergence as n ! 1 in (1.1). We also use (1.1) to examine determine the multiplexing gain
available for large aggregations which can be bu ered only within a delay constraint. Typically this
will require the bu er allocation per unit activity to be small: use of the large b asymptotic (1.5)
will be not be appropriate if the typical time scale to over ow is not over bursts of sessions. We
illustrate these points some numerical examples. We show how to compare the relative performance
impact of increased bu ering under the delay constraint as opposed to reducing the o ered load.

2 Queue tail probabilities at large resources.

2.1 Mathematical Background.

The work of this paper rests on being able to combine three stands. The rst is a characterization of
the asymptotics properties of the cumulative session duration process, namely the M=G=1 bu er
process, which has been established recently by Parulekar and Makowski [29, 30]. The second is
an asymptotic characterization of the cumulative session detail process, which can be regarded as
modulated by the above M=G=1 process. The third strand is a recent result by Dueld [15]
on the tail asymptotics as n ! 1 of queues fed by superpositions of n sources, possibly long
range-dependent. For us n will be the scaling factor on the arrival and service rates. This yields
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the asymptotic form (1.1). The rst two strands are need to establish technical conditions for the
third, which in turn yields (1.2).
In all three strands, the key object of interest is the transient log moment generating function
(mgf)
mt() = w1(t) log E[ew(t)Ct=t];
(2.1)
where w is a scaling function, i.e., a positive function increasing to in nity, and where Ct is some
accumulated activity over the times f1; 2; : : :; g. Depending on the context, this activity may be
the total duration of all sessions present over the interval of length t; or the total uid supplied
during those sessions; or the uid supplied during an individual session of duration t.
The role of the moment generating function mt and scaling function w is as follows. Recall from
[13] that the pair (Ct=t; w(t)) is said to satisfy a large deviation principle (LDP) with rate function
J if for all Borel subsets B of R+
1 log P[C =t 2 B ]  lim sup 1 log P[C =t 2 B ]  inf J (x); (2.2)
inf J (x)  lim
inf
t
t
t!1 w(t)
x2 B
x2B
t!1 w(t)
where B o is the interior and B the closure of B . Sucient conditions for the LDP to hold speci ed
in the Gartner-Ellis Theorem (2.3.6 in [13]). The upper bound holds if m() = limt!1 mt () exists
as an extended real number for all  and is nite in a neighborhood of 0. In this case J is the
Legendre transform m of m, namely
m(x) = sup (x m(x)):
(2.3)
0

 2R

The lower bound holds under additional hypotheses. In all cases we consider, C will have stationary
increments and the mean activity c = E[C1] will be nite. If (2.2) holds, then J (c) = 0, while under
mild supplementary conditions J is strictly convex so that J (k) > 0 for k 6= k. Thus the meaning
of (2.2) is that the mass of the distribution of Ct =t concentrates to k as t ! 1, at rate which
is exponentially fast on a scale determined by w. Actually, for what follows, we will not require
convergence of these moment generating function for all . However, we do require that the scaling
function v (t) for the cumulative session duration diverges slower than the scaling function u(t) for
the session detail process in the sense that v (t) = o(u(t)) as t ! 1. In other words, we require a
separation of time-scales between the two levels of description of the arrival process. We mention
that the existence of m, with appropriate side conditions, be used to derive asymptotic results for
the asymptotic queue length distribution for xed n as b ! 1. (See, for example, [16, 21, 23]).
However, the conditions are violated for the M=G=1 bu er process for the class of G that we
consider; see [14] and [29].

2.2 Asymptotics of the cumulative session duration.

Let Mt be the number of sessions arriving at time t. The Mt are independent Poissonian variables
of mean nr. We adopt the convention that a session arriving at time t and duration d is present
at the resource and emptying uid into the bu er according to the session detail process at times
ft; t + 1; : : :; t + d 1g. Thus if Nt is the number of sessions active at time t, including the session
of number Mt which at that time, we have

Nt+1 = Nt + Mt+1 Dt ;
5

(2.4)

where Dt is the number of sessions whose last active slot is at time t. The duration of the arriving
sessions are independent random variables, each with the distribution of an integer-valued random
variable  . The stationary distribution of the remaining duration of an active session, the stationary
excess distribution Ge , is that of a random variable ^ for which,
(2.5)
P[^ = r] = P[E[] r] :
Finally, it can be shown in this case that in the stationary version of the process N , the Nt have
Poisson distribution with mean equal to the session arrival rate times E[ ]; in this case, nrE[ ].
(see [12]).
The cumulative session duration Ctn in f1; 2; : : :; tg of all sessions present during that interval
is the random variable
t
X
Ctn = Nt0 :
(2.6)
t0 =1

Let us re-express Ctn in terms of the random variables N0 ; ; ^ . Each session present at t = 0
remains present beyond and including t = 1 for a duration of distribution ^ 1. Thus the total
duration between t = 1 and an arbitrary t is (^ 1) ^ t, where ^ denotes the minimum. Similarly,
sessions arriving at time t s + 1 with s 2 f1; 2; ; : : :; tg are present for a duration  ^ s. Thus Ctn
has the same distribution as
N0
X
i=1

(^

( i)

1) ^ t +

t MtX
t0 +1
X

t0 =1 i=1

(i;t0) ^ t0;

(2.7)

where ^ (i) and  (i;t0) are independent copies of ^ and  respectively. De ne the log moment
generating function
!tn () = nv1(t) log E[eCtn v(t)=t]:
(2.8)

Since the N0 and Ms have independent Poisson distributions with mean nr and nrE[ ] respectively
we have for any scaling function v
t 



X
E[e(^t0)v(t)=t] 1 ;
!tn () = !t() := rvE([t) ] E[e((^ 1)^t)v(t)=t] 1 + v (rt)
t0 =1

(2.9)

independent of n. Parulekar and Makowski have proved the following convergence result for !t ()
as t ! 1. They make the key observation that convergence of the moment generating function
obtains if the scale v (t) is chosen according to the distribution of  .

Theorem 1 Set v(t) = log P[^ > t] = log Gce(t) and suppose that v(t) = o(t) with v(t)=t
eventually decreasing. Assume that there exists a mapping : N ! N such that (i) (t) < t
for all t, (ii) lim t!1 v (t) (t)=t = 1 and (iii) limt!1 v (t) (t)=(t v ( (t))) = 0. Then the limit
!() = lim t!1 !t() exists and is given by
!() =

(

rE[]

+1

if  < 1
if  > 1 ;

with ! (1) determined by further detail of the model in question.
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(2.10)

2.3 Asymptotics of a cumulative session detail.

The setting of the previous section is sucient to describe the simplest example of a session detail
process: that for which each session empties uid into the bu er at identical constant rates. In
this section we show how to include stochastic session detail processes which, in a sense which we
will make precise, average onPa faster time-scale that the M=G=1 process. Let (Yt : t 2 N) be
the cumulative activity Yt = tt0=1 Zt0 of the prototype session detail process Z . For some scaling
function u de ne the mgf
t() = u(1t) log E[eYt u(t)=t] = u(1t) (u(t)=t):
(2.11)
Let Ant be the total uid arriving during f1; 2; : : :; tg from all sessions active during that period
and de ne the mgf
(2.12)
t() = nv1(t) log E[eAnt v(t)=t];
with v (t) = log Gct (t) as before.

Theorem 2 Assume the hypotheses of Theorem 1. Let u be a scaling function as in (2.11) such
(i) v (t) = o(u(t)) as t ! 1; and (ii) t=u(t) is either bounded or eventually increasing; and

(iii) for some ~ > 0, the session detail process Y is such that the t(~) are nite and the limit
(~) = limt!1 t () exists and is nite. Then

lim  () =:  () = ! (z );
t!1 t

where z = E[Y1 ] = 01 (0).

(2.13)

Proof: By repeating the argument which gave (2.7) we nd that Ant has the same distribution as
N0
X
i=1

Y

( i)

(^
(i) 1)^t

+

t MtXt0+1
X
t0 =1 i=1

Y (i;t0) i;t0 ^t0 ;
(

(2.14)

)

where ^ (i) and  (i;t0) are independent copies of ^ and  respectively, and the Y (i) and Y (i;t) are
independent copies of the process Y . De ne

t () = log E [eYt ]:

(2.15)

(Note that t , unlike t , contains no scaling functions in its de nition). The analog of (2.9) is

tn () = t() := rvE([t) ] E[e 


(^

1)



t 
X



E[e^t0 (v(t)=t)] 1 ;
1 + v (rt)
t0 =1

^t (v(t)=t)]

(2.16)

independent of n. We now show how (2.17) can be approximated by an expression of the form
(2.9).
By Jensen's inequality, t is convex for each t. Clearly t (0) = 0, so when t0 is nite and
di erentiable in a neighborhood of 0 we have
(t0v (t)=t)t0 1 0t0 (0)  t0 (v (t)=t)  (t0 v (t)=t)t0 1 0t0 (v (t)=t):
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(2.17)

Since Y has stationary increments, t 1 0t (0) = 01 (0) = z the mean activity per session per slot.
So the lower bound in (2.17) is equal to szv (t)=t. This means we can bound t () below by an
expression of the form of (2.9), but with  replaced by z. So using Theorem 1, lim inf t!1 t () is
bounded below by an expression of the form (2.10), but with  replaced by z.
We turn to the upper bound in (2.17). By the hypothesis of Theorem 1, v (t)=t ! 0 as t ! 1.
Suppose, therefore, that t0 1 0t0 (v (t)=t) converges to t0 0t0 (0) = z uniformly for t0  t as t ! 1.
Then for each " > 0 we can for t suciently large write an upper bound to t () in the form of
(2.9) with  replaced by (z + "). Using Theorem 1 for any  < (z + ") 1 , then taking " ! 0 we
obtain an upper bound to lim supt!1 t () which is the same as the lower bound just found. Thus
 () = limt!1 t() exists and takes the form (2.13).
It remains only to establish the di erentiability of t and uniformity of convergence of the
derivatives. Conditions (i) and (ii) guarantee that "(t) = supt0 t (t0v (t)=(tu(t0)) goes to 0 as t ! 1.
Thus

t0 1 0t0 (v (t)=t)) = 0t0 ((t0=u(t0))v (t)=t)  0t0 ("(t))  0t0 (0) +

Z "(t)
0

dx 00t0 (x);

(2.18)

whenever these derivatives are de ned. But condition (iii) means that t0 () is uniformly bounded
for all t0 and all   ~. Since the Yt are non-negative, it is not dicult to see, by explicit calculation
of the derivatives, that the same uniform boundedness property holds for 0t and 00t . Since "(t) ! 0,
then we have, in conjunction with the the lower bound in (2.17), the required uniform convergence
property, namely,
(2.19)
lim sup jt0 1 0t0 (v (t)=t) zj = 0:
t!1 0
t t

2.4 Asymptotics for large arrival and service rate.

The third and last strand to be used in deriving (1.1) has as its starting point a result from [15] on
the asymptotics of queue length distribution for queues whose input is, for example, a superposition
of many sources. The present case has weaker hypotheses than used in [15], but also some properties
that allow for some simpli cation. For this reason we will supply the relevant new details of the
derivation of (1.1).
De ne the backward cumulative arrivals A~nt , the total uid arrivals over times f 1; 2; : : :; tg
with A~n0 = 0. Our starting point is a pathwise relation between the queue length Qn at t = 0 and
the process An (see, e.g., [5]):
Qn = sup(A~nt snt):
(2.20)
t0

Since arrivals are stationary, A~nt =d Ant . Recall that the e ective domain of an extended real-valued
function is the set on which it is nite.

Theorem 3 In addition to the hypotheses of Theorems 1 and 2, assume
(i) rzE[ ] < s (Stability).
P
(ii) For all " > 0, limt !1 lim supn!1 n 1 log t>t e "nv(t) = 1.
0

0
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Then
nlim
!1 n

1

where

log P[Qn > nb] = I (b); where
I (b) = t>
inf0 v (t)t(x=t);

t() = t() s:

(2.21)
(2.22)
(2.23)

Proof of Theorem 3. Lower bound: Since the session arrivals are Poissonian, A~t snt has the

same distribution as a superposition of n i.i.d. copies of A~1 st. Thus, by Cramer's Theorem
(see Section 2.2 in [13]), for each t, the pair (n 1 A~nt st; n) satis es an LDP with a rate function
which is the Legendre transform of the function  7! log E[e(At st) ] = v (t)t (t=v (t)) st =
v (t)t()t=v(t)). By a rescaling one shows that (v (t)t(t=v(t)))(x) = v (t)t(x=t). Now since
(2.24)
fQn > nbg = f(sup A~nt stn) > nbg = [t>0 fA~nt snt > nbg
1

t>0
we have P[Qn > nb]  supt>0 P[Ant snt > nb].

get

In conjunction with the above LDP for each t we

lim
inf n 1 log P[Qn > nb]  lim
inf n 1 sup log P[An nb > nst]
n!1
n!1
t>0
 sup lim
inf n 1 log P[An nb > nst]
n!1



t>0

inf v (t)t(b+ =t);

t>0

(2.25)
(2.26)
(2.27)

where the + denotes limit from the right. If we can show that t is continuous on R+ then we can
replace t (b+ =t) by  (b=t). Combining (2.17) with (2.16) we see that for each t, t () > k1;tek ;t
for some positive constants k1;t; k2;t. From this it follows that the e ective domain of t , and hence
also that of t , includes R+ . Since t is, being a Legendre transform, convex, then by Theorem
10.1 of [33] it is continuous on the interior of its e ective domain. This includes (0; 1), as required.
Upper bound: The proof is the same as for Theorem 1 of [15].
The role of the scaling function v in the proof of Theorem 3 is twofold. Firstly, convergence of
t as t ! 1 is required to establish the upper bound. Secondly, as we shall see in the next section,
v determines the asymptotic form of the shape function I . However, v can be removed explicitly
from the variational expression for I by de ning the (unscaled) mgf
2

t() = log E [eAt ]
1

Then (2.22) is equivalent to

st = v (t)t (t=v(t)) st = v (t)t(t=v(t)):
I (b) = t>
inf0 t(b):

(2.28)
(2.29)

3 Analysis of the shape function

3.1 Asymptotic behavior of I (b) as b ! 1

Recall from, for example, Section 1.4 of [4], that a measurable function h is said to be Baire regularly
varying (at in nity) if for all y in a Baire subset of (0; 1), the limit limx!1 h(xy )=h(x) exists, in
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which case

xlim
!1 h(xy )=h(x) = y

r

(3.1)
for all y > 0, for~ some r called the index of h. For a given regularly varying function of
index v~
we set h^ (x) = xh . Examples of regularly varying functions are powers: h(x) = ^h(x) = xh~ , and the
c x) = 1 for x > 0. When h
~  0, the
logarithm log x, which is regularly varying with index zero: log(
~
convergence in (3.1) is uniform for y 2 (y1 ; y2] with 0 < y1 < y2 < 1. When h > 0, this holds with
y1 = 0.
Theorem 4 Assume the hypotheses of Theorems 1, 2 and 3, and furthermore that v has an extension, h, to R+ which is regularly varying, and hence, since v (t) = o(t), has index h~ 2 [0; 1).
Then
I (b) = ;
(3.2)
lim
b!1 h(b)
where, setting  = sz

1

rE[],

8
< 
 = : ~  ~h   1 ~h
hz
1 ~h

if
if

h~ = 0
h~ 2 (0; 1)

(3.3)

The proof requires the following lemma from [15].
Lemma 1 Let n be a sequence of convex functions on R. If for some function , limn!1 n = 
pointwise on the interior of the e ective domain of , then limn!1 n =  pointwise on the
interior of the e ective domain of  .
Combining Theorem 2 with (2.10) and (2.23) we nd that
(
z if  < z 1 :
lim

(

)
=
(3.4)
t
t!1
+1 if  > z 1
Let  denote any monotonic extension of this limit function to the point  = z 1 . Then
(

+1
if x < z
(3.5)
1
 + xz
if x  z
Combining with Lemma 1 we have proved the rst part of the following:
Lemma 2 (i) limt!1 t(x) = (x); x > z.
(ii) The above convergence is uniform on bounded subsets of R+ .
Proof of Lemma 2(ii). Being Legendre transforms, t and  are convex. So since they are nite
on R+ , they are also, by Theorem 10.1 of [33], continuous there. Hence the convergence in (i) is
uniform on compact sets.
Proof of Theorem 4. It is convenient to re-parameterize time as t = bb=cc for c > 0, where bc
(b)
denotes the integer part. Setting fb (c) = v(hbb=c
c) then

 (x) =

I (b) = inf bb=cc (b=bb=cc) :
h(b) c>0
fb (c)
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(3.6)

Upper bound: By the regularly varying property of h, limb!1 fb (c) = h^ (c). Using this and
Lemma 2,
  (b=bb=cc) (c)
= ^ :
(3.7)
lim sup hI ((bb))  lim sup bb=ccf (c)
b
h(c)
b!1
b!1
Thus

lim sup hI ((bb))  c>
inf0 ^ (c) = c>
inf0 c ~h ( + cz 1 ) = ;
(3.8)
h
(
c
)
b!1
with  as in (3.3), where the last equality follows by direct evaluation of the variational expression.
Lower bound: We show that  is a lower bound on lim inf b!1 I (b)=h(b). Suppose the in mum
if (3.6) is achieved at some cb . (If the in mum is not achieved, use instead for any " > 0 a point cb
where the in mum is achieved to within ", then take " ! 0 at the end). Then

I (b) = lim bb=cbc (b=bb=cbc)
lim
inf
b!1 h(b) b!1
f (c )
b b

(3.9)

along some subsequence, which we also denote by (cb ). Now (cb) must have a sub-subsequence
(which we also denote by (cb )) with one of the following properties. Either (i) there exist 0 < d <
d+ < 1 such that cb eventually lies within [d ; d+]; or (ii) limb!1 cb = 0; or (iii) limb!1 cb = 1.
We examine the three cases in turn.
In case (i), then by the uniform convergence described above for (3.1) implies convergence of
fb (c) to ^h(c) as b ! 1, uniformly for c 2 [d ; d+ ]. Together with Lemma 2 this implies that for
all " > 0 there exists b" such that for all b > b" .
!
bb=cbc(b=bb=cbc) 
1
 ( (cb) ") ^
" :
(3.10)
fb(cb)
h(cb)
Since  and ^h are uniformly bounded on [d ; d+] we have

bb=cc(b=bb=cbc) (c)
(3.11)
 ^ + O(")   + O("):
]
fb (cb)
h(c)
The required lower bound follows since " is arbitrary. In the remainder of the proof we exclude the
possibility of the existence of subsequences (cb ) satisfying (ii) or (iii).
In case (ii), cb ! 0, note rst that t0 (0) = 0 (0) < 0 for all t. So since t (0) = 0 and t is convex,
t () > 0 for all  < 0. Thus for x > 0, we can restrict the supremum in the de nition (2.3) of t (x)
to positive ; consequently t (x) = sup>0 (x t ()) is increasing. Thus t (x)  t (0) !  ( 0) > 0
as t ! 1 and so bb=cc (b=bb=cbc) remains bounded away from zero as b ! 1. However, since
cb ! 0, fb (cb ) ! 0 and so lim inf b!1 I (b)=h(b) = +1, in contradiction with the upper bound
derived above. Hence there is no such subsequence (cb ) converging to 0.
In case (iii), cb ! 1, we distinguish between two sub-cases, according to whether (cb ) has a
further subsequence for which b=cb is bounded, or if it does not, in which case b=cb is divergent.
In the rst case, with b=cb bounded, then I (b)=h(b)  k1 min1t t t(k2b)=h(b) for some positive
t0 ; k1; k2. Since each t is increasing and convex, the for some constant k3 , t (x) > k3x uniformly
for 1  t  t0 for large x large enough. Thus for b large and some constant k4 , I (b)=h(b) > k4 b=h(b)
which diverges as b ! 1, in contradiction with the lower bound: there is no such subsequence.
I (b)  inf
lim
inf
b!1 h(b) c2[d ;d

+

0
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The second case has cb and b=cb divergent as b ! 1. The reasoning here is the same as for
case (ii) above. bb=cc (b=bb=cbc) is bounded away from zero, while 1=fb (cb) = v (bb=cbc)=h(b) ! 1
as b ! 1. lim inf b!1 I (b)=h(b) = +1 as before so there is no such subsequence.

3.2 A conservative bound for the shape function.

Although the approximation h(b) to I (b) suggested by Theorem 4 is of a far simpler form that the
full variational expression for b, it is only asymptotically true for large b. To what extent can one
get a more accurate estimate of the shape function for smaller b, while still retaining something of
the comparative simplicity of the approximation?
For b = 0 one can show (see [6]) that the in mum in (2.22) is attained at t = 1: I (0) = 1(0).
This is just the large deviation result for blocking probabilities for large aggregations at a bu erless
resource given by Hui [19], i.e.
nlim
!1 n

1

(0);

log P[An1 > sn] =

1

(3.12)

where as before An1 is the total uid arriving in one time slot. In the following theorem we nd
upper and lower bounds on I which holds for all b. The lower bound is conservative in that it yields
an upper bound for over ow probabilities.

Theorem 5

I (b)  h(b) +  where  = sup(t  h 1 ) ( ):
t>0

(3.13)

Proof:
I (b) h(b)  b>
inf0 I (b) h(b)
= b>
inf0 t>
inf0(t (b) h(b))
= sup sup(h(b)  (b))
=
=

t>0 b>0

sup sup(b  (h 1 (b)))

t>0 b>0
sup(t  h
t>0

1

)( ):

(3.14)
(3.15)
(3.16)
(3.17)
(3.18)

The utility of (3.13) is in numerical calculations. For a queue with o ered load rzE[ ]=s < 1,
one can show that t is convex and increasing on R+ . Furthermore, for all the examples treated
in Section 4, we can take h 1 to be convex. Hence t  h 1 is convex, and so the calculation of
its Legendre transform is straightforward through the Euler-Lagrange equation. A corresponding
upper bound does not obtain easily since mirroring the steps above by exchanging supremums and
in mums over b does not give such an optimization problem.
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4 Examples of Session Duration and Detail.
Session duration.

Parulekar and Makowski have announced a number of examples of session durations G which satisfy
the hypotheses of Theorem 1. In each case, the given G de nes the scale v (t) = log Gc (t), so it
remains to nd a suitable . We give three examples from [31]:
Pareto Distribution. Let G be discrete Pareto with index > 1, so that Gc (x)  x as x ! 1.
Then v (t)  ( 1) log t and we can take (t) = bt=(1 + log(1 + log t))c.
Log-normal Distribution. Let G be the log-normal distribution with Gc (t) = 1 ( 1 log(t=m)),
where  is the cdf for a standard Gaussian random variable. Then v (t)  2( ln t)2 and we
can take (t) = bt=(1 + log(1 + log t))c.
Weibull Distribution. Let G be discrete Weibull with parameters > 0 and 2 (0; 1), so that
Gc (t) = e t . One shows easily that v (t)  t as t ! 1. We require < 1 in order that
v (t) = o(t), and can then take (t) = bt=(1 + log t)c.

Session detail

Detail with linear large deviation scalings. By this we mean Yt for which we can take u(t) = t and
limt!1 t 1 log E [Yt ] exists, at least for some  > 0. Generally, mixing condition can be
invoked to obtain convergence in the linear scale; see [13] for more details. Concretely, the
following three classes can be included, the rst of which is trivial from the stochastic point
of view.
Constant Rates. Here Yt = zt, t () =  () = z.
Markovian Arrivals. More precisely, the additive component of a Markov Additive Process (see
[20]), which satisfy a certain recurrence condition.
P
Processes with Associated Increments. Let Yt;t0 = tt000 =t+1 We say the session detail process has
associated increments if

E[f (Yt ;t )g(Yt ;t )]  E[f (Yt ;t )]E[g(Yt ;t )]
1

2

3

1

4

2

3

4

(4.1)

for all positive functions f; g and all t1 < t2 < t3 < t4 . As pointed out by Chang [8], using
f (x) = g (x) = ex, an argument involving sub-additivity shows that when u(t) = t,  ()
exists and is nite if t () is nite for t suciently large.
Fractional Brownian Motion. If Yt is fractional Brownian Motion with Hurst parameter H 2 [1; 1=2),
[26] then in particular Yt is Gaussian with variance t2H . Thus with u(t) = t2 2H , t () =
 () = 2 . This is the rst session detail process we consider which not always compatible, in the sense of Theorem 2, the the duration processes. The condition v (t) = o(u(t)) as
t ! 1 requires that the session durations, if Weibull, have parameter > 2 2H . Fractional
Brownian motion has been proposed as a trac model in [24]. See also [27] for queueing
analysis.
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Multiscale session duration processes We can use as the session detail process another M=G=1
process with distribution G(1) and associated scaling function v (1)(t), provided v (t) = o(v (1)(t))
and the interior duration process has its own session detail process satisfying the hypotheses of Theorem 2. One can iterate this construction producing multiple levels of inter-burst
structure on di erent time-scales. So for example, one could, if desired, have n levels of detail
described by Weibullian burst distributions G(1); : : :G(n), G(1) being the distribution of the
outermost session level, G(n) being that of the innermost, comprising, say, sessions of constant
rate. The conditions of Theorem 2 are satis ed if the corresponding constants (1); : : : (n)
satisfy (1) < (2) < : : : < (n) .

5 Examples and Applications

5.1 Convergence and comparison of shape function and bound with simulation.

We investigated the closeness of the approximation (1.4) though simulation. The parameters were
as follows: arrival rate r = 1; session duration Pareto with Gc (x) = (1 + x=X ) for = 1:5 and
X = 0:2 a scale factor; session detail constant with zt = z = 1. Simulations were conducted for
n = 10; 50; 100. The results are displayed in the three lower curves of Figure 1. The curves are
rescaled in the sense that for each n they join the points (b=n; log P^ [Qn > b]=n); b = 0; 1; 2; : : :; Bn ,
where Bn is a cuto chosen as described below. By Theorem 3, this curve should approach that
of the shape function. This has been calculated numerically and also displayed. For each n, three
runs over 108 time slots were conducted, and the cuto Bn chosen in order that the plots for each
run agreed at roughly the resolution used in the Figure. This was at a probability level of about
10 6 , although B10 =10 is greater than the largest value displayed, namely 2. The uppermost curve
in Figure 1 is that of the upper bound h(b)  to I (b).  was calculated numerically. In this
case it is negative, but we have no general result concerning its sign.

5.2 Applications to performance modeling.

General estimation through the shape function. Specify a model by a session arrival rate R, session
duration distribution G, session detail Z , service rate S and a queue-level B . By the remarks
following Theorem 3, the approximation from (1.4) for the queue length Q is
log P[Q > B ]  I (B ) := t>
inf0 t (B );

(5.1)

where is as in (2.28) but with arrival rate R and service rate S . This formula is invariant w.r.t
the choice of n in the division of R; S; B into nr; ns; nb.
In the case of unit constant session detail, the stationary distribution of uid arriving per time
instant is Poisson with mean RE[ ], hence
1

() = RE[ ](e 1) S:

(5.2)

Using the fact again from [6] that the in mum in (5.1) for B = 0 is attained at t = 0, or equivalently
Hui's result,
I (0) = 1(0) = S log(S=RE[]) + RE[] S:
(5.3)
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Figure 1: Rescaled tail probabilities: comparison of bounds, asymptotics, and simulations.
Application to trac with a delay constraint. I (0) depends on the session duration only through
its mean. We now use a calculation of I (B ) to investigate the amount of additional statistical
multiplexing gain available by shared bu ering of many sources, and its dependence on properties
of the session duration beyond the mean. We will also compare the gain obtained with that
obtained by increasing the service rate rather than bu er size. One particular case of interest is for
applications with a delay constraint in which arrivals delayed by an amount greater than some 
are no longer useful and are hence dropped. This constrains the bu er size to be (no larger than)
B = =S , with the probability of over ow p to be suitably small. For this reason we will want
to calculate I (B ) for small B , rather than use the large-bu er approximations derived from (1.5).
The delay  = B=S = nb=(ns) = b=s is independent of the aggregation level n at a given load.
Consequently, a design algorithm could be as follows: for a given trac model with arrival rate r
and session distribution G, and targets of utilization , maximum delay  and bu er over ow rate
p, then
1. Select s for required utilization  = rE[ ]=s
2. Select b for required maximum delay  = b=s
3. Select an aggregation level n for the required over ow probability p = e nI (b) .
End-to-end considerations. We have not attempted to model end-to-end performance. However,
our single node result can be used as a component of end-to-end delay if, for example,
 The system modeled is an aggregator at the edge of the network and there is no trac shaping
at interior nodes over timescales longer than the unit time: then add 1 per hop to  in order
to get total delay; or
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Figure 2: Estimated over ow probabilities from small bu ers for three Pareto session duration
distributions with common mean, aggregation level n=200. Geometrically distributed durations
with the same mean included for comparison.

 any delays i >  occurring at an interior point i of the network occur independently of those
at the aggregator with small probability pi. ThenPdelays greater than maxf; maxi i g will
occur with probability no more than roughly p + i pi .
Numerical comparisons. We investigate the e ects on the shape function I of varying the distribution G of the session duration while keeping the mean duration constant. As an example, we
take mean session duration E[ ] = 60. Session detail is constant: zt = z = 1. Treating n as an
aggregation level, we write the aggregate session arrival rate as R = nr, where r = 6  10 3 as a
nominal session arrival rate per source. This gives a mean activity rate per source of 0:36. We take
S = ns with s = 0:5 giving an o ered load of rE[]=s = 0:72. This doubles the mean utilization
per source as compared with allocating unit service rate per source.
In Figure 2 we display the shape function estimate of the (common) logarithm of the over ow
probability. This is done for three parameterizations of Pareto distributions of session length, with
ccdf Gc (x) = (1 + x=X ) and mean length 60 ticks, together with the same for geometrically
distributed session length of the same mean. (For geometric distributions, the scaling function v is
linear, but the same general variational form (2.29) is used the shape function in such cases; see [6]).
We set the aggregation level to n = 200. We show values of the estimate of log-over ow probability
I (nb) log10 e and b in unit steps from 0 to 4 cells. This corresponds to delays  = B=S = b=s
from 0 to 8 time units.
An alternative way to achieve a target over ow probabilities is to increase S and thereby decrease
the o ered load. By applying (5.1) we can show that the smallest over ow probability displayed in
Figure 2 (roughly 10 5:3 for b = 4 and exponential duration) can be achieved by reducing the arrival
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Distribution b=0 b=1 b=2 b=3
Pareto, =1.2 1 109 192 270
Pareto, =1.5 1
73 116 155
Pareto, =1.8 1
64 99 128
Geometric
1
51 72 88

b=4
347
191
156
102

Table 1: For each point in Figure 2, time  over which arrivals cause exceedence of level nb,
asymptotic as n ! 1.
rate r, and hence the utilization, by about 20%. The methods given here enable the determination
of relative performance impact of increasing bu ering as against increasing rate allocation. But
other quantities, for example relative cost of resources, would be factors in determining the extent
to which each method would be used in practice.
Time-scale of applicability of the model. The use of the M=G=1 model has the potential drawback
that it does not model correlations between the occurrences of sessions. For example, Poissonian
session arrival processes have been reported for some telnet and ftp session arrivals in IP networks
[32], although not for other applications. A di erent study [17] has reported better ts by other
models even in the former cases. However, as is well-known from large deviation theory, the time
 at which the in mum occurs in the variational expression (2.22) for I (b) is (asymptotically as
n ! 1) the precise time scale over which the bu er occupancy builds to a level nb. So if  is
found to be less than the typical time T between sessions, we can be con dent of the application,
since correlations between session arrivals should not, even if present, impinge upon this estimate.
Conversely,  > T indicates that we have crossed the threshold into burst-level queueing of uid
from sessions: the model may no longer be appropriate.
For the parameters chosen above, the mean time between sessions is T = r 1  167 units. In
Table 1 we display  for each point plotted in Figure 2. Observe that T increases for longer tails
(i.e. lower ) under constant mean length.
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